ABSTRACT
.
Most of the etlbrl,s to explain l,he abundance lmzzle l)etween collisicmal and recombinat, i(m values have atteml)ted to do so by examining electron temperature (7_:) variations in the plasma. This is often done, using the R)rmalism of Peimbert (1967) , in terms of (.he [flactio, al] Liu et al. (1995) foundthat the recombinationC, N, and () abundances area factorof :--5 larger than the corre_sponding collisional abundances.
This was recently fimnd to 1)e the case also for neon There is ongoing work l)y this same group to try to explain other PNs of this kind, including t}m (_ala(:tic bulge I)N M l-d2, which has a factor of ,--,20 abram(lance dichotomy ) and Hf 2-2. whi(:h has the most extreme abundance difference to (late, a factor of :,-80 (Liu 2002 Be('ause the transmission of Fd37N for the H 7 line is nmch less than R)r the 43(i4 line, this is termed H'y' "leakage".
In order to assess the contzilmtioI, of 4364 and H 7 leakage t,o our V437N data, we did a careflnI spatial registration/coml)arison of the highest signal-to-noise (S/N) portions of our STIS brag-slit data with corresponding WFPC2 filters. Two areas were chosen that we call E1 and WW thal. were regions of higher S/N and avoided the CS as well as the fiducial bars.
The.y span fi'om 1.05" to 7.60" east and Dora 0.75" to 8.10" west of the CS, respectively, along our 0.5"-wide STIS slit,. The observed F547M flux is 1.128x10 -t2 erg cm -u s -l. Using the contimmm predictions of the theoretical model memi(med earlier for the mean wavelength 5468 A of this filter, the contimmm emission at 5468 L_ relative to tile Hfl line emission is 6.25E-d A -1 . To obtain l he l JNote that RECTW is nol___, the "effective width of the bandpass" tat)ulated in Table 6 .1 and also shown as dashed re(:tangles in th(' Passband Plots of Filter Throughput (Apl)endix 1) of t,he \VFPC2 Instrument Handbook (Biretta et al. 2001) .
total com, imnuncontributionin this filter, wemultiply by the RECTW = 638.58__andthen multiply by the observed STIS Hfl flux of 1.507x10 -12ergcm -2 s -l to arrive at 6.014× 10 -13 erg cm -'_ s -1. This is only 53% of the observed F547M fux.
In 
. 
Equation (4) 
terms (}f c(H/3), given t).y the relationship

Iog[F(A)/F(H/3)] = log[l(A)/l(H/3)]
wher(,, .f(k) is the extinction curve. For the 4364, 4863, 5008, and 6565 A lines, the resl)ective values for ./'(k) are 0.124, 0, -0.03,1, and -0.323 (Seaton 1979) . This leads to,
c(H/3) = 3.096 log[t:(Hc_)ll:(H/3)]-
The correction for extinction/reddening fI'Olll observed to intrinsic tlux for t.he 4364 and 5008 lines is then given by,
I(4364) = 1:(4364)l0 I'124 c(-fl) ; 1(5008) = F(5008)
10°'gaa ':(":#)
Not, e l,ha¢ {,It{,' liter, oF these was used I;{}derive equation (4).
f:or the STIS data, we binned the pixels along the slil into tiles _hal are 0. Fischer & Saha (1985) . Note that this hol(ls in the low-N_, limit, which should be valid for NGC 7009 where N_ values are less than the (:ritical densities (I%_r,t) for these lines. The lowest l%_t _-'6.4x105 c m-a for the 5008 line, which is well above i%_ values determined (e.g., Hyung & Aller 1995a,b) .
For the STIS data, we continue with the analysis using the 45 tiles along the slit described above. Equations (6)- (8) are applied to the four emission lines to derive T_. Figure 1 shows the distribution of T_ vs. tile nuinber, which increase fl'om _E to _W along the slit.
The dashed line represents a linear interpolation across the tiles that were deemed to have unreliable measurements because of proximity to tile CS (25-27) and the east fiducial bar (9 11). There apl)ears to be some symmetry with respect to tile CS. From a more or less tlat 7_: _ 10,800 K over the centre tiles, there is a decrease to _ 9500 K and then a rise again There are some noteworthy oscillations between _8--13" west of the CS. There appears to be 4 cycles with a period between ,-_1 1.5" per cycle. These reach a factor of _2 brightness contrast between adjacent local maxima and minima. The structure is very repeatable when compared to the corresponding l'un of observed H(_ and Hfl tlux. Because lhese oscillations do not appear to be correlated with tim T_ distribution and are not present in the flux ratios of 5008 to the Balmer lines, they must be due to a column density (or j' _Qdl) modulation.
Such a pattern might result from episodic mass loss. We find very similar spatial behavior, including this tantalizing oscillatory pattern, fl'om our WFPC2 F502N, Fd87N, and F(35(iN data when we overlay the STIS slit. We note that this result from our 1-1) cut is insufficient to establish a case for episodic mass loss.
Using the WFPC2 data, the path to 7_ is more uncertain than is the case with our STIS measurements. However, tile WFPC2 data cover a much larger area of the nebula.
Equations
(1) (4) and ((3) (8) are used to de,'ive 7_.. In Figure 2 , we present the 7',, map at a resolution of 0.1". The outer region with white and black speckles is omitted fl'om the analysis. The S/N in Fd37N is generally too low out there to obtain reliable 7). inh)rmation.
Nevertheless, with a hint of the ansae, this area helps visually identi(v the major axis. We note that by t)imling the data in the outlying areas, the S/N may be improved. The effect will lm to raise the derived t_ slightly where these pixels are included.
The determination ofT_ fi'om I(5008)/I (4364) is not sensitive to tile extir,ction correction for NGC 7009 because extinction is small. We may demonstrate this with an example using a c(Hfl) of 0.1, which is close to the average value. Let us also use a case that results in a ret)resentative temperature 10,000 K. The observed F (5008) were respectively 0.0 or 0.2 instead with the same observed tlux ratio, the resulting 7; woukl be 9891 and 10,112 K. Thus were we to carry out this analysis with a constant c(Hfl) = 0.1, or no extinction correction at all, the results will be hardly altered. (1967) .
.f '
where N is the ion density N(O++).
The integration in equations (9) and (10) is over tile column defined l_y each pixel (or tile for the STIS analysis), and along the line-of-sight (los).
We are unable to measure the t 2 along tim los for ally cohmm (cross section 1 pixel or tile). has finally incorporated the known T¢ factor with the atomic constants.
Here we again make the safe assumption of the low-Ne limit (negligible collisional deexcitation) discussed earlier.
Let us now define analogous terms to represent the average 7; (7_},.a) and fractional mean-square 7_: variation (t"A) in the plane of th,c sky.
where dA represents an element of surface area in the plane of the sky and the integral, ion over dl is for each pixel/tile along the los.
WFPC2 Analysis
For this t)art, the image in Figure 2 was flnther rotated to have the NGC 7009 major axis align with the x-axis. We obtained fi'om this an array of imrinsic fluxes I(4364) and I (5008) for input to our own analysis code. For each of the above set of pixel-by-pixel solutions, we have the I() III] 7_ (that assumed no T_ variations alot_g the los). A circ_zlar region (ra(litts of 10 t)ixels = 1") surrounding the CS is excluded from further calculations. Additionally, we exclude pixels near the l)eriphery, where the S/N for the 4364 3, line is poor.
Calculations
for 7]j,A and l:_ were performed using various distances fiom the CS (R,,,,_).
This was done sew'ral wws: assuming concentric circular shapes and concentric elliptical shapes, which is perhaps more realistic for this source. ,ut_, where ao,,t_._ and b,,,,t,_ I)e a factor of 1.2(i larger. This is due to a siml)le temperature scaling by a factor of 7o,:/T(_.
()ur conclusion will slil] remain that t_l is very small as measm'ed by the HST data here.
We (1o not have the data here to characterize T_ variations in 3-dimensions. One way l,hat this may be realized is to consider the following case. If every single pixel/tile Ios-(:ohmm were to have T(4364/5008) = 10,100 K, To = 9000 K, arr(l t 2 = 0.03,13, the analysis for variations in the plane-of-the-sky that we present here will result in T(_.A -----10,100 K and t 2 = 0. However, the overall true 3-dimensional T0 = 9000 K and t2 = o.0a4a. as imerpolatirig all of the tlagge(1 l)ixels in a column to the function. When the resulting image is satisfactorily repaired, it can be saved back into tilt original 2-1) rectified image.
Ea(:h column can be treated in this fashion by scrolling through interactively using existing options/tools within apIot. There is another method for cleaning bad l)ixels in tile vicinity of pronounced peaks in the spatial distribution. This involves taking tht ratio of a single column in the line to the blkav!] of the entire line. Again, splot is used interactively, operating on ea(:h such ratio, in a similar fashion to the first metho(l.
